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Stopping the Spread
of Germs with Advanced
UV-C Disinfection

HIGH TOUCH, HIGH RISK
Infection prevention is becoming increasingly critical in today’s healthcare settings. A growing
volume of science points to shared medical workstations and equipment being fomites for
pathogen transmission. Studies have revealed the presence of HAI-related pathogens on
1 in 4 frequently touched surfaces. What if there was a way to keep these surfaces more than
99% pathogen free—with no interruption to workflow? Introducing UV Angel®.

AUTOMATED DISINFECTION WHILE YOU WORK
Attaching directly to devices and equipment, UV Angel is as unobtrusive as it is effective.
An LED light indicates disinfection status.

Red light = Touch detected

Blue light = Disinfecting

Green light = Disinfected

WHILE YOU’RE WORKING, SO IS UV ANGEL
Using an intelligent, automated UV-C light disinfection platform, UV Angel continuously monitors
to detect when surfaces have been used and safely disinfects hundreds of times a day without
any assistance from staff.
Continuous Monitoring
The moment a potential threat is detected
on surfaces such as keyboards, monitors
and equipment, UV Angel begins breaking
down the bacteria at the cellular level, killing
greater than 99%.

Real-Time Data
UV Angel provides real-time reports on
multiple data points, including how often
and how long surfaces are disinfected. Use
your data to demonstrate the highest safety
standards.

Disruption-Free Workflow
The UV Angel platform can target and
disinfect surfaces hundreds of times a day,
providing 24/7 disruption-free workflow.

Added Protection
Working in tandem with existing infection
prevention strategies, UV Angel helps you
more effectively protect patients,
caregivers, and families from harmful
bacteria.

CLINICALLY PROVEN RESULTS
As published in the American Journal of Infection
Control, UV Angel is greater than 99% effective at
killing bacteria.

Before UV-C

Patented UV-C technology alters
pathogen DNA, rendering it incapable
of reproduction and infection.
After UV-C

About UV Angel®
UV Angel is a technology-based company creating healthier environments through the elimination of harmful
pathogens. Patented and proven safe, our automated UV-C platform continuously monitors and disinfects
frequently touched surfaces like smartphones, keyboards, touchscreens, medical equipment, and more.
With solutions for healthcare, food service, retail, industrial, and consumer, our technologies operate without
chemicals or interruptions to workflow or daily life. For OEM’s seeking to distinguish their products, we provide
complete UV-C product integration—from design and testing to tooling and safety certification. UV Angel
provides organizations the ability to measure results using a robust cloud-connected data platform.
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